
Name: FUSION BERMUDA MAS. Code: MC1722BC MC17 CLOTHING - FUSION SERIES

Description

Bermudas in Massaua 100% cotton, weight 280 g/mĮ.
Fly with zipper and tack button, two front pockets and coin pocket on the 
right,ruler pocket with tool holder on the right, back right pocket with flap 
and Velcro, back left pocket with Velcro fastening, multi-functional utility 
pocket with flap and Velcro, with pen holder and phone pocket.
Reinforcement bar tacks in contrasting colour

The Fusion series is:

- made of a strong fabric, suitable to the most demanding jobs;

- resistant, practical and functional andfeatures a wide range of 
accessories, multifunctional utility pockets and wear-resistant 
reinforcements in technical fabric;

- equipped with details such as the reinforced runners and jointed double 
seams in contrasting colour, which assure long-lasting use and high 
quality.

Protection against risks of dirt and detrimental actions of slight damage.

The product has been designed and manufactured to comply with 
Regulation (EU) 2016/425 and subsequent amendments.

The main external fabric is OEKO-TEXÈ Standard 100 
certified

Category Colours Available Sizes

 I SLATE GREY/BLACK 38 - 70

Quantity/Carton EC Standards Important Information

50

EN ISO 13688 Metalworking Industry, Construction, Logistics, 
Transport, Agriculture and Maintenance

Store in a cool, dry place, away from heat sources 
and away from light.
Before each use, carry out a visual check to 
ensure that the device is in perfect condition, 
undamaged and clean, and replace it if it is not 
intact.

Follow the recommended washing instructions.

Dexterity Storage and cleaning
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